Patrol Supervisor
We are on the look out for a patrol supervisor to join the Alderford team. We would require the
successful candidate to Patrol the Lake at certain times throughout the day. Patrol would need to
start from as early as 6am, times throughout the day would be flexible and then also evening patrols.
This would be a short term position. Hours would vary but weekends are a must. We would require
for you to be available during all school holidays.
The perfect candidate would be flexible with their hours, be assertive, be confident, protect our lake
users from any misbehaviour of others, enforce our wristband policy & most of all respect the lake
rules and ensure all users adhere to them. This job may suit a retired professional who is looking to
still do some work however we are open to all applicants. 18+ please due to the nature of the work.

Café Assistant

The Alderford team are on the hunt for some exceptional temporary seasonal Summer staff with lots
of energy, this would definitely suit university students.
We are looking for staff to start at the beginning of April (Easter Holidays) & working throughout the
Summer.
We do need staff to commit to the school holidays especially during the Summer. If you have more
than a week away planned this job wouldn't be for you.
This job would entail weekend work.
Experience isn't necessary but would certainly be an advantage.
You need to be a confident individual who can happily engage with customers & is computer literate.
We want to stress the physically demanding nature of this job.
Pop us an email with your CV and a covering letter to lynn@alderford.com & alice@alderford.com

Lifeguard
The exciting Aquapark is coming to Alderford for the first time this Summer. We are looking to recruit
3 experienced qualified lifeguards to manage the park. You will be required to work on a selfemployed basis from 21st July until 4th August 2020 between the hours of 9am & 5.30pm. This is a
short term fixed contract. You will be required to have up to date DBS check & first aid training.
Please email your CV & copies of your qualifications to info@alderford.com

